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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since 2002, many European Union (EU) members have adopted a single currency, called the euro. Regardless of a single 

currency there are still payment schemes, payment formats, and banking standards that differ on a national level. This 

fragmentation means that businesses have to contend with long execution times for cross-border payments. Direct 

debits can only be executed on the national level. For example, national debit cards are usually not accepted in other 

countries and there can be a significant difference in transaction costs between the different countries.  

In 2002, key European banks decided to create a standardized payment strategy. This resulted in the Single Euro 

Payments Area (SEPA). The European Payments Council (EPC), a self-regulatory payments body, was established to 

design, specify and, monitor the implementation of SEPA. SEPA is the framework that manages the necessary 

infrastructure and standards for the euro. 

The SEPA framework is not supported without coordination of legal instruments across all participating countries. These 

legal conditions are laid out in the Payment Services Directive (PSD). This is the legal framework within the EU and has 

been championed and driven by the European Commission (EC) in close cooperation with the European Council and the 

European Parliament. The PSD was published in 2007 and by the end of 2009, all thirty countries of the European 

Economic Area (EEA) implemented the requirements of the PSD into their national legislation. 

Together, PSD and SEPA continue to establish the euro area as one single market. The goal of SEPA is to create an area 

where citizens, companies and other economic participants can make and receive payments in euro, within Europe, 

whether within or across national boundaries using the same basic conditions, rights and obligations, regardless of their 

location.  

One of the ways to reach this goal is to create a common structure and rules that need to be followed when performing 

interbank SEPA transactions. These SEPA schemes are defined by the PSD and provide a common understanding 

between banks about how to move money from one place to another. Guidelines for these schemes are defined by the 

EPC. The particular payment product offered to the customer is developed by individual banks or groups of banks 

operating in a competitive environment. Provided that scheme rules are respected, payment service providers are able 

to add their own features and services to the payment product. The SEPA payment schemes are based on the global 

ISO20022 standard. In ISO20022, the models and the derived XML outputs are stored in a central financial repository. 

The geographical scope of SEPA encompasses the 27 EU nations, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, and 

Monaco. 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV supports credit transfer functionality in 9 countries. In 5 of them the SEPA credit transfer 

functionality is implemented. The national direct debit functionality is supported by Microsoft Dynamics NAV in 5 

countries. At the moment the national standard will be discontinued in these countries, it will be replaced in Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV by the SEPA equivalent. 
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SEPA PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS 

The framework for payment instruments was developed by the European Payments Council (EPC). The EPC currently has 

the following payment instruments: 

 For credit transfers - SEPA Credit Transfer  

 For direct debits - SEPA Direct Debit  

 For payment cards - SEPA Cards Framework 

SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS 

A SEPA Credit Transfer (SCT) is a payment order initiated by the payer. The payer sends a payment instruction to the 

bank, and then the bank transfers the funds to the beneficiary’s bank. 

The SEPA Credit Transfer is used for euro-denominated transactions. These are transactions between two accounts held 

by financial institutions in the European Economic Area (EEA). 

SEPA Credit Transfers allow:  

 Payments to be executed within a maximum of three business days.  

 Remittance data to be forwarded in full, without changes, to the beneficiary. 

 The International Bank Account Number (IBAN) and Bank Identifier Code (BIC) to be used to identify the 

beneficiary’s account. 

The SEPA Credit Transfer Initiation message sent from the payer to the bank is usually based on the ISO20022 – 

PAIN.001.001.03 XML message structure.  

As of 1 February 2014, the use of IBAN, BIC and ISO20022 payment format standards are mandatory within the euro 

area. 

SEPA DIRECT DEBITS 

A SEPA Direct Debit (SDD) is a payment initiated by the creditor based on prior authorization, such as the mandate 

given by the debtor. A general mandate is used for recurring payments. A unique mandate is used for one-off 

payments.  

SEPA Direct Debit services enable customers to make and receive both domestic and cross-border euro direct debit 

payments throughout the 32 SEPA countries. The direct debit is a payment instrument that is widely used in many euro 

nations. 

SEPA Direct Debits allow:  

 Direct debits to be applicable in all EEA countries. National direct debits are only used in the originating country. 

 The debtor to give the creditor an authorization or mandate. This mandate should be stored by the creditor. 

 The creditor to be unable to initiate a payment unless there is authorization from the debtor. 

 The creditor to issue to the bank a collection order at least six business days to two business days, depending on the 

type of direct debit. On the due date, the debtor’s bank will transfer the funds to the creditor’s bank. 

 Remittance data to be forwarded in full, without changes to the beneficiary. 

 The IBAN and BIC to be used to identify the debtor’s account, such as the SEPA Credit Transfer.  

 The debtor to ask the bank to reimburse a SEPA Direct Debit after settlement. This may be within a period of up to 

eight weeks following the debit date if the direct debit was executed using a valid mandate, and up to 13 months in 

the absence of a valid mandate. In the event of a reimbursement, the debtor will not be relieved of obligations to 

the creditor. 

 

As of 1 February 2014, the use of IBAN, BIC and ISO20022 payment format standards are mandatory within the euro 

area. 

OVERVIEW OF SEPA DIRECT DEBITS  

The following SEPA Direct Debit Schemes are available: 
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 SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme. To be used for collections from customers and collection from organizations. This 

scheme is easier to set up for the vendor, collector on one hand and on the other hand provides the customer, 

consumer much more protection. 

 SEPA Business-to-Business Direct Debit Scheme. To be used only for collections from organizations. 

SEPA CORE DIRECT DEBIT SCHEME  

The SEPA Core Direct Debit scheme applies where: 

 The transfer of funds is in euros (even though the bank accounts may hold funds in other currencies). 

 The customer and creditor must each hold an account with a credit institution located within SEPA. 

 Requires that a signed mandate has been granted by the customer to the creditor. 

 Mandates expire 36 months after the last initiated collection. 

 Mandates must be stored by the creditor as long as the mandate is valid and for at least 14 months after the last 

collection. 

 Scheme may be used for single (one-off) or recurrent DD collections. 

 Customers have a “no questions asked” right to receive a refund up to eight weeks after the debit of their account. 

SEPA BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS (B2B) DIRECT DEBIT SCHEME 

The SEPA B2B direct Debit Scheme applies to business to business transactions and builds upon the SEPA Core Direct 

Debit scheme. The main differences are: 

 The B2B scheme is not allowed when the customer is a private individual (consumer). 

 The debtor is not entitled to obtain a refund of an authorized transaction. 

 Requires customer banks to ensure that the collection is authorized by checking the collection against mandate 

information. Customer banks and customers are required to agree on the verification to be performed for each 

direct debit. 

 The scheme offers a shorter timeline for presenting direct debits and reduces the return period. 

DIRECT DEBIT PROCESS 

Below is a schematic overview of the collection process with mandate initiation applied to both core- and B2B direct 

debits with small differences. The green lines represent the mandate process, the blue lines the collection process. The 

letter “D” stands for “due date”, the date that the transaction is settled. 
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MANDATES: 

1. The vendor always initiates the collection process and sends a mandate request document to the customer. The 

mandate can be issued in paper form or electronically. The mandate expires 36 months after the last initiated direct 

debit. A mandate contains among others: 

a. Mandate scheme. Core or B2B; 

b. Type Mandate. First, Recurring or One time only; 

c. Creditor ID. This identifier allows the customer and the customer bank to filter each direct debit and process 

or reject the direct debit according to customer instructions. Vendors will have to request this identifier 

through their bank; 

d. Mandate Reference. This is unique data and can for example be a combination of creditor ID and customer 

number.  

2. The customer signs the mandate and returns it to the vendor. Companies that currently issue direct debits will have 

to maintain and store the mandate, which is not currently done today. 

3. In a B2B scenario the customer needs to send a copy of the mandate to their in order for them to check against 

when the direct debit order comes in. 

COLLECTION: 

1. The vendor sends pre-notifications to the customer. Pre-notifications must be sent to the customer at least 14 

calendar days before collecting the payment from their bank account or otherwise agreed with the customer. 

Usually an invoice can serve as pre-notification. 

2. The vendor delivers the direct debit order to his bank (incl. the Mandate Reference Information - MRI). 

3. The vendors’ bank sends the order to the customers’ bank through a Clearing bank; the deadline for submitting 

orders is for onetime core direct debit 5 working days or 2 working days for recurring core direct debit before 

processing and for B2B 1 day before processing. 

4. In case of a B2B scenario the customers’ bank verifies the mandate info of the direct debit order with the mandate 

information they have received from the customer (their client). The mandate will be rejected if it fails. 

a. The customers’ bank (as debit bank) can send a pre- announcement of a coming direct debit. 

5. On the due date the customers’ bank debits the account of the debtor. 

6. On the due date the Clearing and Settlement Mechanism takes care of clearing and settlement between both banks. 

7. On the due date the vendors’ bank credits the account of the vendor (creditor). 

CANCELLATIONS OF TRANSACTIONS 

Collections can be rejected, refused, returned or refunded. These are called R-transactions because they all start with the 

letter “R”. There is a difference in possibilities of R-transactions between core- and B2B direct debits.  

The most important cancellations are mentioned in the table below. 

 

 Core Direct Debit B2B Direct Debit 

Return right customers BANK  5 working days after settlement date 2 working days after settlement date 

Refund right  

customer 

56 calendar days after settlement date None (actually it is: until 16.00 hour on 

settlement date) 

Refund right of an unauthorized 

transaction 

13 months after settlement date Not admitted 

Adoption banks 

in Europe 

All SEPA-banks Not all SEPA-banks. Banks are not required 

to offer this product 

 

SEPA PAYMENT CARDS 
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SEPA payment cards enable payers to issue electronic payment orders, using point-of-sale (POS) terminals, ATMs, or 

remote channels. Payment cards are widely used in Europe and generally enable cardholders to execute transactions 

abroad.  

In SEPA, card payments adhere to the following principles:  

 Cardholders will be able to pay with a single card throughout the SEPA, provided the brand of the card is accepted 

by merchants. 

 Merchants will be able to accept cards under the same conditions (in accordance with SEPA principles) regardless of 

their country of issuance. Merchants will continue to have discretion to decide which card schemes are accepted. 

 Card payments will use EMV technology, a chip card technology that is widely accepted and replaces the magnetic 

stripe technology. This is usually authenticated using a PIN. 

 Payment will be guaranteed according to the terms written by the card network.  

SEPA-compliant payment cards are issued by banks. Issuers of store or loyalty cards, such as credit cards issued by 

specialized organizations, can also comply with SEPA principles. 
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SEPA TIMELINES 

SEPA HISTORY 

The following is a short overview of SEPA development (Source: 

http://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/sepa/about/countries/html/index.en.html): 

 2002 - Set up of the EPC.  

 2007 - Adoption of the Payment Services Directive (PSD) as the legal basis for SEPA.  

 2008 - Start of SEPA Credit Transfers. National payment instruments will co-exist with SEPA payment instruments 

during this migration phase. It is the objective to migrate domestic payment markets gradually to SEPA payment 

instruments, resulting in the complete phase out of national payment instruments. 

 2009 - Start of SEPA direct debits; all EU nations have transposed the EU Payment Services Directive into local 

legislation. SEPA Direct Debits begin. 

 2010 - All bank accounts reachable for national direct debits must be “reachable” for SEPA direct debits 

 Full EMV migration. 

 Certification framework for terminals.  

 2011- Framework for card transaction processing.  

 Charging principles for cards - guidance by the European Commission. 

 Proof of concept that existing schemes for making Online Banking e-Payments (OBeP) can be made 

interoperable 

 2012 - Regulation establishing technical and business requirements for credit transfers and direct debits in euro 

enters into force, establishing 1 February 2014 as end-date for migration to SEPA credit transfers and SEPA direct 

debits. 

Source: http://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/sepa/about/countries/html/index.en.html. 

For more information, check your country’s central bank for a local timeline for mandating SEPA payments or contact 

your local bank. 

CURRENT SEPA ADOPTION RATE 

The adoption rate of the use of SEPA Credit Transfers in the inter-bank transactions is shown below (source: European 

Central Bank – June 2012). 
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In each country there are some differences in the SEPA adoption rate, see the chart below (source: European Central 

Bank – June 2012). The indicators represent the share of SEPA Credit Transfer (SCT) transactions as a percentage of the 

total volume of all credit transfer transactions initiated in a country. 
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SEPA END DATE 

The European Parliament (EP) and European Council (EC) have confirmed a deadline of 1 February 2014 for migration to 

both single euro payments area (SEPA) Credit Transfers (SCTs) and Direct Debits (SDDs), Thus, the Regulation provides 

that national credit transfer and direct debit electronic payment schemes should be phased out by the banks per 1
st
 of  

February 2014.  

Having taken into account and evaluated the state of preparedness and readiness of their citizens, member states may 

set earlier dates or apply transitional measures till the 1
st
 of February 2016. 
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HOW TO PREPARE MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV FOR SEPA 

Before the SEPA payment format is implemented in Microsoft Dynamics NAV (see appendix for planning specifics) , the 

following actions should be taken. 

SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS 

Customers or partners can prepare for the use of SEPA Credit Transfer by taking the following actions: 

 Ask their bank if they support SEPA Credit Transfer XML payments. 

 In the Microsoft Dynamics NAV database, enter all vendor and customer bank information with the IBAN and BIC 

codes that will replace the current bank account numbers. 

 Aadapt internal processes and tools to the new bank identification codes and formats. Consider changing external 

documents, such as customer invoices, to add the IBAN and BIC code. 

 Consider how exchanges with customers and suppliers will benefit from adding a remittance field and using cross-

borders direct debits. 

 Implement SEPA credit transfer if that functionality is already available in your country (see appendix). 

SEPA DIRECT DEBITS 

Customers or partners can prepare for the use of SEPA Direct Debit by taking the following actions: 

 Ask their bank if they support SEPA Direct Debit XML payments. 

 In the Microsoft Dynamics NAV database, enter all vendor and customer bank information with the IBAN and BIC 

codes that will replace the current bank account numbers. 

 Aadapt internal processes and tools to the new bank identification codes and formats. Consider changing external 

documents, such as customer invoices, to add the IBAN and BIC code. 

 Take into account when communicating to customers that for migrating mandates: 

 One time mandates don’t migrate, so make sure it is consumed before February 2014. 

 B2B mandates don’t migrate, so make sure you have the new mandates signed and returned in a timely 

manner. 

 New for B2B direct debit is that the (business) debtor must register the authorization data at his / her bank. So 

in addition to returning a new signed authorization, the business debtor also needs to report and complete 

authorization to his / her bank in a timely manner. 
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SEPA IN MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV 

ISO20022 IMPLEMENTATION 

The SEPA implementation guidelines offered by the bank to the customer are defined by groups of banks or individual 

banks. In most cases, these guidelines are grouped according to each country. As a result, each country has a unique 

SEPA message structure definition, given the boundaries provided by the Payment Service Directive (PSD). With the 

implementation of SEPA payment file format we provide one SEPA message structure per country where we have 

electronic payment management functionality, following the national guidelines set out by the country. The small local 

deviations per bank that might occur in a country are not supported, but are simple to adjust.  

SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS 

For current SEPA implementations, Microsoft Dynamics NAV: 

 Checks amounts in the payment file in euro. 

 Checks the existence of IBAN and BIC for the payer and payee. 

 Checks if the country of the bank to be paid is part of the EEA.  

 Generate a payment instructions file that complies with national ISO20022 credit transfer XML standards 

(PAIN.001.001.XX). 

See the appendix for a list of countries where SEPA credit transfer has been released. 

SEPA DIRECT DEBITS 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV will support in case of implementation of SEPA Direct Debits in a country (provided Direct 

Debits functionality is already released for version NAV2009SP1 or NAV 2013): 

 Checks amounts in the payment file in euro. 

 Checks the existence of IBAN and BIC for the payer and payee. 

 Checks if the country of the bank to be paid is part of the EEA.  

 Generate a payment instructions file that complies with national ISO20022 credit transfer XML standards 

(PAIN.008.001.XX). 

 Creditor ID. 

 Mandate reference. 
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OVERALL PLAN FOR SEPA IN MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV 
 

Current Plan Regulatory Changes and SEPA Local Functionality 

For the supported versions of 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV, SEPA Credit 

Transfers will be provided for non-

PLLP countries (see appendix) that 

have an e-payment solution. The 

solution for SEPA Credit Transfer will 

be available when the old bank 

formats for a country are 

discontinued.  

The same plan applies to SEPA Direct 

Debits. SEPA Direct Debits will be 

provided for countries that already 

have direct debits. The solution for 

SEPA Direct Debits will be available 

when the old formats are no longer 

supported. 

Support for SEPA will be offered as 

regulatory changes for the next major 

release of Microsoft Dynamics NAV.  

Release dates are subject to change.  

The goal is to provide SEPA Credit 

Transfers and SEPA Direct Debits 

functionalities for Microsoft supported 

country versions when they become 

legally required. 

Local bank and payment 

functionalities will be integrated on 

the long run into a global payment 

management solution. This means 

that a global solution will be 

developed to replace existing 

functionalities. As a result, users 

should not expect any substantial 

changes in local functionality in the 

meantime. 
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CONCLUSION 

SEPA was introduced as a guideline in 2008 with the objective to coordinate payments across the EEA, using 

transparency that encourages competition. Due to local differences, the timelines and migration plans differ for each 

country. This means that a SEPA payment format can have local dialect. European Parliament (EP) and European Council 

(EC) have set mandatory an ending date at 1 February 2014, where old bank formats are not supported anymore and 

only SEPA formats are supported. 

At the end of the first quarter of 2012 the share of SEPA payments across the euro nations was about 27% and the share 

of direct debits across the euro nations was less than 1%. It is expected that SEPA adoption will accelerate in the near 

future. 

Microsoft is committed to supporting these changes by providing software updates and guidance for changes regarding 

the implementation parameters of SEPA.  
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

WHICH COUNTRIES ARE AFFECTED BY SEPA?  

The countries Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Monaco, and all 27 nations of the European Union: Austria, 

Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United 

Kingdom. 

WHEN DID SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS GO INTO EFFECT? 

SEPA Credit Transfers came into effect in January 2008.  

WHEN DID SEPA DIRECT DEBITS GO INTO EFFECT? 

SEPA Direct Debits came into effect in November 2009, however acceptance has been limited. 

UNTIL WHEN WILL CURRENT, NON-SEPA PAYMENT FORMATS BE SUPPORTED? 

Current payment formats will be supported in a country until they need to be replaced by SEPA payment format. The 

European Parliament (EP) and European Council (EC) have set the end date for all E.E.A. countries to 1 February 2014. 

WILL MICROSOFT DELIVER SOFTWARE UPDATES TO COMPLY WITH SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS? 

Yes. Limited local features will be released to help with SEPA Credit Transfer compliance for some versions of Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV. For more information, see SEPA IN MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV. This update will be shipped with 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV, making it available for new customers and will be made available for partners in the Business 

Ready Enhancement Program. 

WHICH MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV VERSIONS WILL SUPPORT SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS? 

Software updates will be released for supported versions.  

WHY WILL SOFTWARE UPDATES NOT BE RELEASED FOR OTHER VERSIONS? 

Software updates are released for supported versions (in accordance with the Microsoft support lifecycle policies).  

WILL MICROSOFT DELIVER SOFTWARE UPDATES TO COMPLY WITH SEPA DIRECT DEBITS? 

For those countries where Microsoft Dynamics NAV supports national direct debits, we will monitor the need for this 

feature and update PartnerSource if there is an update available that supports SEPA direct debit in that particular 

country . 

HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN SOFTWARE UPDATES ARE AVAILABLE FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV? 

Updates will be published on PartnerSource and CustomerSource.  

WHAT CAN I DO TO PREPARE FOR SEPA CREDIT TRANSFERS OR DIRECT DEBITS? 

There are some things that you can do now to start preparing for SEPA. For more information, see HOW TO PREPARE 

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV FOR SEPA. 

MY COUNTRY OR BANK HAS A SPECIFIC FORMAT THAT IS DIFFERENT THAN THE FORMAT SUPPLIED IN 

DYNAMICS NAV, HOW CAN I MODIFY THIS? 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV supports one national version per country. When a bank requires a different SEPA format then 

you will need to customize the code to change according to the banks’ requirement. Since with SEPA, banks support the 

same message structure and obey to the EPC rulebook, differences are expected to be very small. 
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APPENDIX: STATUS AND TIMELINES PER COUNTRY FOR SEPA IMPLEMENTATION 

The European Parliament (EP) and European Council (EC) have confirmed a deadline of 1 February 2014 for migration to 

both single euro payments area (SEPA) Credit Transfers (SCTs) and Direct Debits (SDDs).  

The table below shows the current status (orange), the planning status of SEPA Credit Transfers (blue) and the planning 

status of SEPA Direct Debits (green). This table takes into account Microsoft Dynamics NAV implementations and its 

plans. Partner solutions are not mentioned here but are definitely present in most of the countries. You can ask your 

partner or check on CustomerSource or PartnerSource. 

*The plan in the following table is subject to change. 

** PLLP stands for Microsoft Dynamics Partner Localization and Translation Licensing Program (PLLP). This program 
authorizes partners around the globe to localize and/or translate Microsoft Dynamics AX, Microsoft Dynamics GP, 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV and Microsoft Dynamics SL in countries where licenses to these Microsoft Dynamics ERP 
products are sold. Please acquire information from PLLP partners for applicable countries. 

 

  

Non SEPA E-payments 
Functionality 

SEPA - Credit Transfers 
SEPA - Direct 

Debit 

Microsoft E-
payments 

functionality? 

National 
Direct Debits 

implemented? 

Will be 
supported* 

Released in version 
Supported 

message structure 
Will be 

supported* 

Austria X X X N/A N/A X 

Belgium ✔ ✔ dec-10 5.0SP1, 6.0SP1 PAIN.001.001.03 2013 

Bulgaria 
(PLLP**) 

X X PLLP 

Cyprus N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Czech Republic X X X N/A N/A X 

Denmark X X X X X X 

Estonia 
(PLLP**) 

✔ X PLLP 

Finland ✔ X apr-09 
4.0SP3, 5.0SP1, 

6.0SP1 
PAIN.001.001.02 X 

France ✔ ✔ aug-10 5.0SP1, 6.0SP1 PAIN.001.001.02 2013 

Germany X X X N/A N/A X 

Great Britain X X X N/A N/A X 

Greece X X X N/A N/A X 

Hungary X X X N/A N/A X 

Iceland X X X N/A N/A X 

Ireland X X X N/A N/A X 

Italy ✔ ✔ jun-11 5.0SP1, 6.0SP1 PAIN.001.001.03 2013 

Latvia 
(PLLP**) 

X X PLLP 

Liechtenstein N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Lithuania 
(PLLP**) 

✔ X PLLP 

Luxembourg  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Malta N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Netherlands ✔ ✔ Aug-09 
4.0SP3, 5.0SP1, 

6.0SP1 
PAIN.001.001.02 2013 

Norway ✔ X 2013     X 

Poland X X X N/A N/A X 

Portugal ✔ X 2013     X 

Romania X X PLLP 
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Non SEPA E-payments 
Functionality 

SEPA - Credit Transfers 
SEPA - Direct 

Debit 

Microsoft E-
payments 

functionality? 

National 
Direct Debits 

implemented? 

Will be 
supported* 

Released in version 
Supported 

message structure 
Will be 

supported* 

(PLLP**) 

Slovakia 
(PLLP**) 

X X PLLP 

Slovenia 
(PLLP**) 

✔ X PLLP 

Spain ✔ X 2013     X 

Sweden X X X N/A N/A X 

Switzerland ✔ X 2013     2013 

W1 (core 
version) 

X X ✔ After NAV 2013  ✔ 
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